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going to materialise. But soon the Sherpas were astir ; a shelter of 
silver birch poles and a ground sheet was rigged up for the fire, and 
tea arrived, hot and sweet, at 8 o'clock. Later in the day we went 
for a walk in the mists, wading knee deep through wet forget-me-nots 
and potentillas, and spent a couple of hours on a wet rock, eating choco
late, smoking and talking and waiting for a view which never cleared. 

Our time was up. Next day we descended, with halts for more 
strawberry picking ; they were compensation for the loss of our peak. 
By the afternoon we were in Manikaran, hot and tired from walking 
along the dusty mule path. June 29 was a Sunday, but not a day of 
rest. We left Manikaran at 7.30 A.M. and limped into Bhuntar very 
footsore at 4 P.M. The distance was only 20 miles, but we were 
out of training for road walking. Halfway, at Shat, we bathed in a 
lovely green river running over amber stones, but how those last 
miles into l3huntar dragged. We drank tea and ate Indian sweets in 
Bhuntar bazaar and caught the evening bus to Bajaura and its dak 
bungalow, three miles down the valley . 

Next day we came back to earth with a twelve hours' bus journey, 
3rd class, to Baijnath. Life was not too good. The war was apparently 
not over. Were the Germans ' in Dharmsala yet? If so, we were 
going straight back to that house we had seen in the Tos valley, amon.g 
the chestnut trees. We shocked what few English people we met 
with our beards, hollow laughs and crude manners. 

Before supper we lay outside the bungalow, and talked of the places 
we had seen and the things we had done. During the night a thunder
storm broke and the hills were lighted up. We got up at 5 A.M. and 
drove down the Kangra valley in blinding rain : then up the hill back 
to Dharmsala, where the sun was breaking through the clouds and we· 
made the last shot of our cine film, drinking beer on the steps of my 
bungalow. Buckle left three hours later and took Passang with him 
to put him on his way back to Darjeeling. It had been a good month. 

MOUNTAINEERING MEMORIES OF THE PAST 
(Concluded)_ 

BY G. P. BAKER 
. 

N 1897 I was with Norman Collie in the Canadian Rockies,1 a 
pioneer expedition into the great unknown regions hitherto un
explored or visited by mountaineers. We had Sarb_ach, the guide 

of St. Niklaus, with us, and for the first week were joined by H. B. 
Dixon, A.C., and some American members of the Appalachian Club, 
Parker being in the party with a plane table for survey work. 

It was at ~his stage that an accident occurred to one of the ,Americans 
which might have been serious but for the skill and resource shown 

· 1 See also Dr. Collie's account in A.J. 19. 441 sqq. 
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by Collie. When we were on a snowdomed mquntain we named 
Mt. Gordon, in honour of the Earl of Aberdeen, then Governor
General of Canada, our American friends, very keen but new to the 
work, left us when we were having our lunch on the summit, and 
proceeded down a snow slope as arranged. After a time Sarbach., 

. who was evidently watching them, observed that one of the party 
was missing, and those who remained were clustered in a group. 
They had no rope and it was evident an accident had occurred. The 
snow was deep up to our knees, as we laboured to reach them, to find 
that Thompson had fallen into a crevasse. He was alive and Collie, 
who was the lightest of the party, volunteered to go down to his rescue. 
He tied the rope round his chest, leaving enough rope for a stirrup 
for his feet, and he was lowered. Anxious moments followed. ' I 
cannot reach him,' came Collie's voice from below, then after some 
minutes he again called out, ' Send down a slip knot OI). the other 
rope.' The crevasse was so narrow that Collie could not reach him, 
but he managed to throw the loop round Thompson's right arm, and 
called to us to pull. This brought him to an upright position, where 
Collie could just reach him with his left hand, though the width of 
the crevasse did not allow him to use both hands and make a knot 
as well as he would have wished. How he managed it I don't know, 
and unless I make a 'sinner of my memory,' he tied a knot above the 
elbovv of Thompson's right arm and at the same time gave him strict 
instructions to clasp both hands. 

He was hauled up, over an ice-axe placed lengthways along the 
edge or lip of the crevasse. Collie told us that when left alone and 
as Thompson was being hauled up above him, he heard a thumping 
sound which at first puzzled him, until he realised that it was the 
beating of his heart that he heard. No wonder, for everything 
depended on Thompson being able to keep his hands tightly clenched 
as instructed, to which must be added the fact that Thompson must 
have been in a half-frozen condition and must also have suffered from 
the fall (not direct) of some forty or more feet, from one bulging shelf 
of ice to another, finally to be sandwiched between ice for at least 
twenty-five minutes.. However, all's well that ends well. He was 
brought to the surface, laid out on our coats in the sun, given a little 
brandy and found to be little damaged, and with some help got safely 
back to camp a marvellous escape. 

At this stage we all returned to Laggan and there with horses, 
tents, provisions and three men, our party of Collie, Sarbach, a cook, 
a head man and another and myself were outfitted for a six weeks' 
tour into the unknown. The mountains, snowfields and valleys were 
now to be traversed, explored and mapped as we bent our way north
ward. At first, soon after leaving the railway, we passed through 
tortuous burnt timber (probably due to the carelessness of the work
men on the railway, though when deeper in the valleys, more likely 
caused by lightning). In the present case the forest was a mass of 
black with stumps of burnt trees, 3 or 4 ft. high, protruding through 
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a black satin ground, and very curious and interesting _clusters of a 
yellow flowered senecio shining through the black, giving an effect not 
to be forgotten. 

The whole bed of the Bow V alley is a dense _ forest of pine and 
spruce, excepting at its lowest part where would flow a river in torrent. 
Of paths there are none, except the blazed trails left by the Stoney 
Indians whose happy hunting ground it was, before they were placed 
into reserves. Occasionally where there is an opening in the forest 
there would appear a green bush swamp called Muskegs, to trap the 
baggage horses. I remember one struggling to extricate itself ; the 
more it struggled the deeper it got, until eventually rescued with the 
aid of the rope, several of the party tugging. 

The fallen timber across the path lay so close and so high that no 
horse could jump it, and more often than not, if the axe would not 
clear the lumber quickly enough, some of the younger horses, more 

~independent than the older ones, would be seen plunging into the 
wood of alder on either side of the trail, thereby running the risk of 
losing the blaze. 

Our progress up the Bow Valley was very slow. We proceeded 
towards a rising upland, where the valley opens out, clothed with a 
rich alpine flora and fringed on each side of the valley with forest of 
spruce and pine. Going over the pass 6300 ft., we made an ascent 
on our left to a peak in order to give me the opportunity to start survey 
work with the plane table which had been left by Parker when we 
parted at Laggan. The climb to this observation peak, although 
comparatively easy, was not without considerable danger from the 
rottenness of the rock. Each foot and hand hold required to be tested 
with the greatest care, so friable were the shale slabs of limestone 
which, whilst they seemed to afford excellent hold, were liable to 
flake off. 

Our head man, Peyto, was incessantly wielding his axe, clearing 
the trail of saplings, felling pieces of lumber wide enough to allow the 
cavalcade to pass through. It would often occur that the trail lay 
between a couple of trees which would not admit of a packhorse with 
its baggage. The beast, unconscious of this, would force its way 
through the gap at the cost either of its traps, or else of the collapse 
of the tree, as the timber was often absolutely rotten. I have seen a 
trunk I 2 ins. to I 4 ins. in diameter fall across another packhorse 
following behind. Another danger to the horseman when carrying 
a knapsack, is the fallen timber which may have been impeded in its 
fall by the branches of other trees. The horseman must either lean 
well forward or else backward as he passes under the trunk in order 
to avoid a collision. 

In my case on one occasion I was carrying my camera on my back, 
and although I ducked at the approach of a trunk, I did not lean low 
enough ; my camera case collided with the timber and I was dragged 
off the horse. On another occasion whilst on horseback, I turned 
round to talk to one of the party behind me, not noticing the fallen 
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timber ahead of me across the trail, when suddenly my chest collided 
with a trunk. I was thrown backward, and but for the fact that as 
I fell my hand drew forward the reins, thus stopping my horse, my 
position might have been somewhat perilous. 

The Indian blaze one comes across in the forests are scars made 
with a knife or axe in the trunks of trees about 6 ft. from the ground. 
T1 ley indicate the direction one must take. Another scar must be 
sought and found on the opposite side of the same trunk and if immedi
ately opposite it gives the direction, ·whilst if on the right, then the 
trail would be on or towards the right hand of the first scar, whilst 
if on the left hand, the direction is to the left ; nor must the traveller 
proceed till he has come across the next and the next in the trunks 
as he journeys through the forest. 

• 

Many of the forest fires are due to the neglect of prospectors and 
Indians whose camp fires are invariably made upon soil composed of 
vegetable fibre or dried mosses, roots and grasses. Camp fires under· 
such circumstances are difficult to put out. The peaty soil smoulders 
and spreads quite unobserved, and unless a copious watering is given 
when leaving an encampment, a conflagration easily takes place. 

At a camp somewhere in the neighbourhood of the Upper Bow 
V alley I was given a lesson by my horse on its sagacity. Whi.lst the 
tent and outfit were being packed on the horses, I arranged with the 
head packer to take my horse to a torrent for photography. I was 
given half an hour, and when I returned, to my astonishment the party 
had gone. I was on horseback and made for an opening, whereupon 
my horse became restive, and although at first I persisted in having 
my own way, I began to realise that the horse knew more about the 
route than I, and accordingly I let him have his O\Vn way. ·He turned 
round, led me to quite another direction, and eventually to the party. 

The peak at the extreme end of the chain on our left was next 
climbed. It, like the other observation peak, was a mass of rotten 
rock, first through a forest, then up a steep gully and up escarpments 
and terraces until finally screes and a snow slope to the summit. We 
named the peak Sarbach, 11,075 ft. A change in the weather took 
place with snow as we ascended, but fortunately as we reached the 
summit the clouds lifted very considerably, revealing under their 
heavy masses long vistas of an extensive glacier- and sun-clad group 
of mountains in a southerly direction. At intervals the sun shone 
through the gaps of rolling vapour, throwing its beams down into 
the valley below us, affording us glorious atmospheric effects, which 
we joyously availed ourselves to photograph, and have since made 
into an artistic stormladen landscape. 

Peak Sarbach revealed that we were now approaching very interest
ing and more open country at a junction of valleys with large open 
basins, through which the main streams divert into many channels 
over shingle flats and in this way afford comparatively easy crossings 
for the packhorses. 

The lay of the land helped very materially to bear out what we 
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had already seen of the locality when we were on Mt. Gordon. Mt. 
Forbes, a fine peak, impressed us, so conspicuous from Gordon and 
now near at hand, whilst to the S. an extensive glacier backed with 
a range of peaks came to light. Here was a great discovery and towards 
their direction we were now bent. To the S.S.E. in a side valley of 
the main valley there were indications that a forest \Vas on fire, which 
later proved to be the Elaeberry, and for many days afterwards it 
was the theme of much speculation whether our track would lead 
anywhere near it, for it was in this direction we reckoned we should 
have to go, when the time came to return .to the railway. 

We had now reached the extreme northerly direction of our journey, 
and from Mt. Sarbach we turned to the S. and made good progress 
over torrent beds and through forests to a good trail on the right bank 
of the West Saskatchewan river, passing a ' salt lick,' the resort of 
bears, goat and wapiti. These animals collect here to lick the in
crustation of salt deposited in the surface of the soil. 

Our main camp was on the edge of a forest near the _main torrent 
of an extensive wash out fed by the waters coming from the Forbes 
and Freshfield Glaciers, whose snow and icefields it was no~ our 
intention to explore. Leaving the main party in camp we made 
several excursions to the Freshfield Glacier ·and towards Mt. Forbes 
and o~ a promontory we made another camp. We now named the 
peaks, after presidents of the Club of our time, Freshfield, Dent, 
Pilkington, and Walker. Early one morning we were on the glacier, 
the sun's rays at that hour had not reached the glacier, leaving all the 
foreground in semi-darkness, but through a V gap in the promontory 
on the right bank it sent a stream of light which gave a line of demarca
tion just at the point where the glacier joined the mountain slopes. 
The peaks in the vvhole chain were in perfect light for photography. 

We were now on a vast icefield, not crevassed as far as I can 
remember, and we decided to ascend the central peak where at an 
altitude of Io,ooo ft. I was left to continue the plane table survey, 
while Collie interested himself studying the ranges farther north, 
which in later years he was able to visit and explore with other members 
of the Club. In a forest on our way to the shingle flats we clubbed 
a fool hen off its perch, then towards sunset reached the torrent where 
we had to cross for the camp. Collie, more energetic than Sarbach 
and I, waded through the rapidly flowing stream, whilst we who 
remained lit a fire to bring Peyto over with a horse. I have forgotten 
whether Collie tied his boots round his neck. (Some years ago when 
in the High Atlas, an Englishman who joined my party crossed a 
torrent carrying his boots in his hands, stumbled in a hole, or off a 
rock, dropped one of his boots, which he never recovered, hobbled 
along until he came to a village where he acquired an awful make-
shift and spoilt the remaining days in the mountains.) . 

It was now time to think of returning to the railway. Peyto had 
been out exploring and reported that the Blaeberry was on fire. We 
accordingly made for a depression which we hoped might give us an 
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outlet in the vicinity of Field on the railway. On our way we came to 
quite an open parklike landscape, of large and stately trees, and finally 
to a pass 68oo ft. which Collie proposed should be named after me. 

It was somewhere in this neighbourhood that we came across a 
deserted trappers' shack, strong and well constructed. The door 
was open ; on a bunk was a waterproof groundsheet, a three-legged 
stool, and bags of salt suspended from beams in the roof. I was told 
by someone that the shack belonged to a trapper who visited the place 
in the winter, travelling on the ice of the frozen torrent. We saw 
some of the traps, which vve were told were for marten. There was 
no difficulty in the descent of the valley, and in three days Field 
was reached, where Sarbach and I climbed Mt. Field, where from 
the upper slopes we counted a herd of some twenty to thirty goats. 

And so ended our expedition to mountains which in later years 
were extended further north by Collie and other members of the Club. 

* * * 
In 1910 I was with Yeld in the Graians and it occurred to me that, 

Y eld having reached the age of 64, the early morning grind of 
four hours from the hotel to the snow, which we used to take in 
our younger days, must be avoided by taking tents, all the para
phernalia of outfit, a cook, and a muleteer to be handy to bring up 
provisions from below, and camp out nel:lr our objective. Yeld 
agreed, and McCormick, hearing of the contemplated trip, expressed 
a wish to join us. I failed to get a cook in Aosta on our way to Cogne, 
but the muleteer we were about to engage came to the rescue by sug
gesting that his wife was willing to join us. Our party consisted of 
Seraphin as guide, the muleteer and his wife and our three selves. 
Our first camp was on an alp near a cowshed not far from the Coupe 
de Monei at the head of the Valnontey. We three slept in one or more 
tents, whilst the others were accommodated in the cowshed, I imagine, 
or in the hayloft. 

Here we spent an ideal ten days. Yeld, Seraphin and I were out 
on the snows and treks all day, whilst McCormick devoted his time 
to painting. The muleteer went into Cogne for letters and pro
visions, and so long as we had no rain, and I cannot remember that we 
had, it made a happy change. A feature of the life was that by giving 
notice as we neared the camp in the evening, tea was always ready 
for us. Such ascents as were made were recorded by Y eld in the 
}OURNAL. 2 

A second camp was under the Nomenon with the Pendlebury snow 
ridge of the Grivola above us. Again it was on an alp near a cheese
making shed. There again all went . well. I don't remember any 
discomfort from rain, though I do remember one evening a heavy 
mass of clouds overhanging the Aosta valley and gradually filling all 
interstices and side valleys, such peaks as the Matterhorn and others 
peering above the sea of clouds, all aglow in a fiery setting sun. 

2 A.J. 27. 167 sqq. 
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McCormick, who was painting this scene, had to stop, for the moisture 
was already in our midst. The picture he then produced was amongst 
those he exhibited at the A. G., and was particularly commented upon 
in the Review. . 

* * * * 
I have spent many happy days in the Black Coolins of Skye, and 

feel that I must add my testimony of appreciation and delight with 
the wild beauty of the hills in sunshine and in mist with ridges, pin
nacles and carries, all seen in microscopic detail. How lucky we are 
to have such a playground set in an ocean so near to the mainland of 
Scotland ! Their mountain views have a beauty of their own and 
unsurpassed ·sometimes hidden from view by clouds and mists to 
add mystery to the scene until a wind springs up, driving the clouds 
away to reveal the peaks emerging, black and frowning, out of the 
whirling clouds. Wales has its Devil's Kitchen, but the buttresses 
of Sgur Greta, as painted by Colin Philip, with its boiler plates and 
its smoky vapour of mist rising to the black pinnacles above, I venture 
to say give a better impression of such a subject . 

It has been my good fortune to have climbed these hills and rocks, 
sometimes with Solly, in whose company I remember after success
fully climbing on the main ridge we descended to Loc};l Coruisk and 
the,n had a long tramp down Glen Sligachan, reaching the hotel late 
at night. On another occasion there was a climb with Collie to ·the 
Cioch which he had discovered. 

In the autumn of 1913 I was a guest at Glen Brittle House, where 
Collie, Colin Philip and some of the Protheroes were in residence, 
:fnd I went with them into some caves on the coast on the way to a 
spit of land visited by seals. 

In 1918, with Yeld and my brother Arthur, we were housed for some 
two weeks or more at Mrs. Chisholm's cottage, and one of our scrambles 
was up a slope from above the waterfalls beyond Glen Brittle House. 
The hills all round as we scrambled upwards were enveloped in mist, 
and as we neared the main ridge we sat down in a sheltered spot to 
smoke our pipe of peace. Suddenly there was a rift in the wind, 
the veil lifted, and beyond the ridge a fairy land in brilliant sunshine 
with a green landscape was revealed to bring us joy. Such miniature 
scenes are not given to us in the Alps ; there the lofty heights give 
us pictures on a greater scale. For the remainder of the day we were 
in sunshine, and looking out to sea saw a convoy of steamers being 
escorted by four destroyers zigzagging a course in their duty of 
patrolling. 

One of my mountaineering friends used to say that two suits of 
clothes were needed in Skye, one always wet or damp and the other 
always dry. I imagine he put up in inns whose peat fires were the 
only means of drying ·his garments, which, of course, they would not 
do satisfactorily. 

This wonderful island of sound rocky pinnacles, set in a sea, offers 
as great attractions to the mountaineer to test his strength as do the Alps. 

• 
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